
      What I can say in French  

Y6 - End of Term 1 

 
Level AT1: Listening: I can understand: Yes Not Yet 

1 greetings and introductions, e.g. names and ages   
1 where someone lives   
1 when it’s someone’s birthday and what their nationality is   
1 rooms in a house   

2 simple descriptions about my house   

2 descriptions about how I feel   

3 opinions about what I like or dislike   

4 feedback on my performance in French including justifications   

4 a spoken passage at normal speed, e.g. a role play about describing my 

house or expressing how I feel and why  

  

 

Level AT2: Speaking: I can: Yes Not Yet 

1 greet someone and introduce myself in French, eg. my name and age    
2 give more detail about myself, e.g. say when it’s my birthday, my 

nationality and where I live 
  

2 ask others the key questions about themselves   

2 describe my home with short phrases   
2 express how I’m feeling   

3/4 learn a spoken paragraph off by heart, e.g. giving a description about 

my home 

  

3/4 give constructive feedback to others on their performance   

3/4 express how I’m feeling or how I’m not feeling with a reason why   
 

Level AT3: Reading: I can: Yes Not Yet 

1 understand basic greetings and introductions   
1 identify rooms in a house   
1 identify how someone is feeling   

2 read short phrases with verbs, e.g. description of my house or flat   

3 read short texts with good pronunciation e.g. role-plays   

4 pick out details from a paragraph or short text   
 

Level AT4: Writing: I can: Yes Not Yet 

1 copy words in French accurately   

2 write short phrases with verbs, e.g. saying where I live   

3 express an opinion, e.g. what I like or dislike in my home   

3/4 give critical feedback in French to my peers   

3/4 write a paragraph describing my home or how I’m feeling with a 

justification 

  

 

 


